This is Sarah Watts’ second ode to the Sunshine State. This time she focused on scenes from Florida’s world renowned beaches - dolphins, sand pipers, coral and fish all make appearances. Sarah’s Sunshine Panel is a versatile, fat-quarter-sized set of designs that can be used in a variety of projects. Three colorways of a gorgeous rayon are begging to be made into beach coverups, and the Gator canvas is a cheeky spin on a more traditional damask. See panels, rayon & canvas on following spread. See larger view of RS2052-11 on back cover.

FEBRUARY 2022 DELIVERY

33 premium 100% Ruby Star Cotton prints
3 Cotton Linen Canvas prints (70% cotton / 30% linen)
3 Rayon prints (100% rayon)

Assortments and precuts do not include canvas or rayon. FQ includes one Sunshine panel RS2062-11. Remaining precuts do not include panel.

SUGGESTED SPECKLED COORDINATES & COMPLEMENTS

RS5027  91M  92M  35M  59M  60M  81M  102

SUGGESTED BRUSHED COORDINATES & COMPLEMENTS

RS2005  11M  19M  33M  18  32M  35M  36M

SUGGESTED MODA BELLA SOLID COORDINATES & COMPLEMENTS

9900  222  62  78  183  126  116  249

see RS2052-11 on back cover
SUNSHINE PANEL

Sarah Watts’ Sunshine panel features some of Florida’s most recognized creatures. The panel is designed to be easily cut apart into fat quarters if desired, with one fat quarter including four larger and 6 smaller motifs. Use them in quilts, totes and more.

FEBRUARY 2022 DELIVERY
**CANVAS & RAYON**

Sarah designed three colorways of a gorgeous rayon that are just begging to be made into beach coverups and tropic-inspired dresses. Her Gator canvas is a cheeky spin on a more traditional damask.

**FEBRUARY 2022 DELIVERY**

- **RS2063-11R**
  - Wild Rayon | Sunshine
  - Gator Canvas | Lavender

- **RS2063-13R**
  - Wild Rayon | Emerald
  - Gator Canvas | Lupine

- **RS2063-14R**
  - Wild Rayon | Black
  - Gator Canvas | Cloud
ES 511BEA  Everyday Stitches - Day at the Beach  76" x 90"
AG 533
Noodlehead
Poolside Tote

LSS 00006 Latifah Saafir Studios - Glam Clam
56" x 70"

Requires the 8" Clammy Ruler (LSS 101)

64" x 72"
Everyday Stitches - Reflections

(LEFT)
RSS Caftan Coverup
(shown in rayon)

(RIGHT)
RSS Florida Beach Towel

Use the Everyday Curve ruler set

Both are available as free downloads at modafabrics.com/inspiration-resources
Everyday Stitches - Reflections

Use the Everyday Curve ruler set (ES 510CRV)

60" x 60" TCJ 107 Then Came June - Sienna Burst 68" x 68"

Make a quilted beach towel with one Jelly Roll!